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INTRODUCTORY NOTES

The Census of Production
The original authority for the taking of a Census of Production 

was- provided by the Census of Production ,Aqt,> 1906. The first 
Census was taken in respect of the year 1907, and following the 
completion and publication of ;the ^report ah Order was made, pr<> 
viding that further Censuses should. be taken at intervals of five 
years, second-Census related to the year 1912, but the oute- 
break of war interrupted its progress and a separate report on that 
Census was not published. The third Census fell due in 1917, but 
owing to the war could not be taken for that year. An amending 
Act (the Census, of'Production Act, 1917) was, therefore, passed 
providing that Censuses should be held,.not every five years as 
previously determined by Order, but jin any year fixed for the 
purpose by an Order made by the Board ® Trade and laid before 
Parhament. It was not until after'an interval of twelve1 years that 
the series of Censuses'was resumed, the third Census being- taken 
in respect of the year 1924. The final reports on’the third Census 
were published in five volumes in the years 1930, 1931 and 1932 
and incorporated su,ch of the results of the^ second Census (1912) as 
were sufficiently complete to permit of effective comparisons with 

■ those for the other two censal years.

The Fourth Census—Preliminary and Final Reports
The fourth Census related to the year 1930 and schedules were 

I -issued to firms in January, 1931. A preliminary report covering 
I five iron and steel industries was; published in the form of a supple

ment; to the Board of'Trade Journal ofi10th December, 1931, and 
further supplements were issued throughout 1932, usually at 
fortnightly intervals. >.-The serie's,, of preliminary, reports on the 
12Q industries, apd national and ,local government services to which 
the Census applied, was completed at the end of January , 1933, and 
the whole of the data was summarised in a supplement issued on 
16th February, 1933; a further supplement issued on 2nd March, 
1933, furnished preliminary data as to the consumption of fuel and 

I electricity and the distribution of industry in the principal industrial 
| areas,. .. . -

Tfie ,results given in the preliminary reports were provisional and 
those contained in the final reports embody a number of amend
ments and adjustments, due mainly to the receipt of returns that 

I were, outstanding and to the revision of returns that were the subject 
I of correspondence when the preliminary figures were published. In 
I addition to the matters covered by the preliminary reports the final 
| reports show, for each trade the quantities of coal and coke con- 
I sumed, the distribution of the trade in the chief industrial areas, 
I a grouping of the results according to the size of the firms engaged,’ 
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vi introductory notes

particulars of wages?paid, and an estimate of the volume of pro-' 
duction compared with the year 1924. Each report includes 
particulars of the products of the trade that were recorded by 
firms mainly concerned' in; other trades. Separate particulars are 
shown' for England and Wales and for Scotland wherever such 
particulars can be given without the risk of disclosing- information 
relating to individual firms, and, wherever possible, information i& 
.given as To -similar production in Northern Ireland/

■ The final report on the fourth Census -is1’ being published in a 
series of five separate volumes, of which the present volume is the 
second. Fourvohimes will;'contain reports on individual trades and 
groups of trades and the fifth will deal with the results of the Census 
asI a' whole.' The" present volume relates to? the Iron and ..'Steel 
Trades; the Engineering, Shipbuilding and Vehicle Trades; and 
the Non-Ferrous Trades.

Scope of the Fourth Census
Except as noted in the following paragraph, the Census covered 

all manufacturing industries, mining and quarrying, building and 
contracting, and>the productive services of public utility companies, 
Local Government? Authorities and Central Government A Depart
ments. Processes of conversion or finishing carried out.by firms 
on goods supplied to them by other firms, and repair work, were 
also included in its scope. For a complete fist of the industries 
and services included in the Census’reference should be made to 
Schedule I (p. xv).

The industries and ’ services excluded from the fourth Census 
were the following

7 'Laundry work, * and'the dyeing and cleaning of used 
'garments; the dressing and dyeing of ornamental feathers; 7 

Taxidermy work ;

* Census of Production- of Northern Ireland, 1930 (price 2s. 6d. net). 
20870 A 4 ..

The making of wigs;
: f Flax scutching;

Portrait or trade photography (other than the making of or 
' printing from blocks or metal plates prepared by' photographic 

- processes,'’and^the pnnting of‘cinematograph films)-
Parish Councils and Parish Meetings.

An important departure from the practice of the previous. Census 
was made by the -exclusion of businesses in which not more than 
ten persons were employed on the average. . This limitation has 
assisted; materially in expediting the publication , of the results of 
the- 'Census without substantially affecting the representative 
character of the general aggregates. Tt is to be observed', however, 
that large numbers1 of small scale businesses. are to 'be found in 
industries the products’ or services of which are disposed of 'direct 
td the consuming public (eigti' bespoke tailoring and dressmaking, 
bread baking, house decoration and maintenance, and repair work 
of many descriptions) and for these industries' and certain others 
the limitation of the* ’’Census to the larger "organisations hasMedTd 
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considerable deficiencies in the results obtained. In order to afford 
a measurement of the defect attributable to this cause, the report 
on each trade contains a short section giving particulars of the 
numbers of persons recorded as employed by small firms at the 
Censuses of 1924 and 1930; - for the earlier year, the recorded 
value and principal details of their output are also showri. > ■

Method of Canvass
An advance copy .of the Census schedule? was issued at the 

beginning of the year 1930, with a two-fold object in vie\y—r
' ■" (1) to identify the smaller firms; all firms that employed 
not more than ten persons on the average during the year 1929 
were invited to claim exemption , by making a declaration 
stating the average number of their employees during the year 
and the nature of the business in which they were engaged;

(2) to acquaint' the larger firms with the. nature of the 
information that they would be required to furnish at the end 
of the year.

About 142,000 firms claimed exemption from the.Census, leaving 
about 163,000 as the number to which it was necessary to issue the 
forma;! schedule. As’ the' result of statements made on the formal 
schedule and subsequent correspondence,^ was found that this 
number included a further 65,000 firms that employed not more 
than ten persons on the average during the year.

The formal schedule was issued in January, 1931, a,nd by 
Section 3 (2) of tfie Census of Production Act,, 1906, firms were 
allowed a period of^firee months .to furnish their retqrns..’ The 
number of second applications sent, after this period had expired, 
was approximately 56 per cent, of the total number of schedules 
issued and third applications were found necessary in respect of 
about 10 per cent, of that number. About 16,000 returns were 
found to be defective or incorrectly made and had to be returned 
for completion and revision.

Speaking generally, the Census was conducted’by correspondence, 
no local staff of canvassers being employed by the Census Office.

Production in Northern Ireland
In consequence oti the decision of the Board of-Trade to take a 

Census of Production in-Great Britain in respect of the year 1930, 
the Ministry, of Commerce of Northern Ireland deemed it advisable 
to take a simultaneous Census in Northern Ireland. The;sc'ope of 
the Census and the general methods of procedure were the same as 
those adopted for the Census of Great Britain, except that, for the 
purpose of the exclusion of small businesses, a limit of? five 
employees was taken instead of ten. The Report ion the Census 
was published in 1932.*
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Tn cases where it has been necessary to take the United Kingdom 
as a unit for comparative purposes (e.g., for purposes of comparison 
with the particulars of external trade) the figures of production in 
Northern Ireland have, wherever possible, been added to those 
relating to Great Britain. Each of the trade reports contains, 
therefore, a summary of the chief results ascertained at the-Census 
of Northern Ireland, so far as separate .figures are available, together 
with details of the output of the products of the trade.

Regional distribution of production
For the purposes of the Census, Great Britain was divided into 

the following ten industrial areas :—.
(1) Greater London;
(2) Lancashire, with North Cheshire and the’Glossop and 

New Mills district of Derbyshire;
' ’X3)' The We'st Riding of Yorkshire with the City of York;

1 (4) Northumberland, Durham and the' Cleveland district of 
Yorkshire;

‘ (5)' Warwickshire, Worcestershire and Staffordshire;
(6) 'The rest of England (except Monmouthshire);
(7) Glamorganshire, Monmouthshire and Carmarthenshire;
(8) The rest of Wales;
(9) Lanarkshire, Renfrewshire and Dumbartonshire: ;

(10) The rest of Scotland.
A list of the districts- included within the" first four areas, which 

are not confined within definite' county boundaries, is . given in 
Schedule II on page xviii.

In the reports, the gross and net output value and the average 
number of persons employed in each trade, as ascertained at the 
1930 Census, are shown separately for each of the principal, areas 
concerned, so far as this can be done without disclosing information 
as to the business of individual firms. So far as possible, correspond
ing particulars are also given for the year 1924. J|| g .

While the majority of firms that maintained productive establish
ments in - more than one of these areas were able to supply separate 
particulars in respect of their production in each area, there 
remained a number that treated -their businesses as one unit for 
accounting purposes and were unable to make separate returns for 
each establishment. In such cases, the return was*  assigned to the 
area in which the main establishment was .situated. The amount 
of error involved by cases of this kind is not, however, believed to 
be substantial.

* See Schedule I (page xv). -

Classification of Industries
■ For the purposes of the Census, production was grouped in 120 
industries*  and a separate report is being issued for each industry. 
It should be borne in mind, however, that the number of industries 
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selected for separate survey must be governed to some extent by 
considerations of convenience of enumeration. There are many 
hundreds of distinct sections of manufacture- which might be 
regarded as -forming separate industries, but in view of their 
relatively small aggregate production or the predominating import
ance of a single firm or group of Associated firing, it has not been 
possible to deal with them as- separate units, <hTn many cases, 
however, a separate' tabulation has ■> been' made of 'the leading 
particulars for these smaller groups and these particulars are shown 
m a section of the report relating to “ Sub-divisions-of ’the 
industry ”.

It should also be; observed that many firms do not confine their 
operations to any one “industry ” but produce several classes of 
products, generally allied in nature, and the industrial grouping had 
to be designed to cover as far as possible all the manufacturing 
activities of firms of this kind. As, however,' very many firms that 
are primarily’ concerned in find branch of manufacture also make, 
as secondary produbts, goods that are manufactured mainly by other 
industries, any such grouping can only be partially Complete. In 
each of the reports, the products which are characteristic of the 
industry under discussion are termed “ Principal products'” and 
particulars of the output of these products that were" recorded by
firms in other industries are shown separately; the secondary 
products of the industry; which-are termed “-’Other products”, 
are shown in a separate section and have been included in' the 
statement of “Principal products” of the various industries 
concerned.

Comparability with previous Censuses
The results for they ear 1930 are compared throughout with those 

for 1924, and the latter have been adjusted for the more limited 
scope Of the 1930 Census; that is to say, they relate to production 
in Great Britain and include only the returns in which the average 
number of persons employed- was more than ten. It has not been 
possible to-reduce the results of the first and seeond Censuses to 
the same basis and comparison cannot, therefore, be extended to 
pre-war years.

The comparability of the-figures relating to values and costs is 
considerably affected by the changes in prices that took place 
between 1924 and-1930. For most classes of goods quantitive 
records are available for both years and price equivalents .(i.e. the 
average value at factory per unit of quantity) can be shown for the 
purpose of comparison. : No allowance can -be made for changes in 
type or quality of goods recorded under the same description in the 
two years, while'in the inter-censal period certain new products ■ 
have emerged for which no earlier price equivalent exists. .More-' 
over, individual headings frequently comprise a range of goods that 
may be allied by nature but show considerable divergence in average 
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values, while in the numerous varieties of goods that can be com
posed of alternative materials a price change may be the result 
merely of the substitution .of one class .of material for another. !

The above considerations • affect industries in varying degrees, 
but they should not be overlooked in comparing the particulars of 
prices given in the reports and also those of - ” Volume of pro
duction ”, the latter being based-on the’relationship between the 
calculated average values for "goods recorded under .corresponding 
descriptions in the two years.

Duplication in value of Gross Output and Cost of Materials
The gross output value recorded by the Census, of Production 

represents the value of . the goods-in the form in which they were 
sold (or transferred,to another department of the-,saipe firm), but 
as the finished products of one section of industry constitute in many 
cases the materials of another, the value sof the same goods may 
be included several times in that of the products as finally delivered 
for export or for home consumption; and the purchase of the same - 
goods in-different forms involves a corresponding, oyer-statement 
of the aggregate amount recorded as ”, Cost of materials . Inis 
multiplication of record ^occurs, not only between different industries 
and groups of industries but between different firms in the same 
industry. ,

In order, to determine the extent of this duplication in respect 
of any group of firms or z industries, it would be necessary to 
ascertain the value of .each class of materials at the stage of manu
facture at which they were purchased and also the origin of these 
materials, since duplication is only involved in so far as sales and 
purchases of materials took place within the group,, of firms or 
industries under consideration. As the returns furnished under the 
Census of Production Act contained no information regarding 
materials used except their aggregate value, it is not possible to 
measure the amount of duplication with any precision; and though 
estimates on this subject are made in respect of selected industries, 
it should be understood that these estimates are based on assump
tions that may be somewhat arbitrary and.that the limits of error 
in many cases must be rather wide.

Net Output
- The net output of a trade is the figure which results from deduct

ing the aggregate ” Cost of materials used ” and the amount paid 
fo? “ Work given out ” from the value of the gross output, and elim
inates the duplication referred to in the previous paragraph. This 
figure represents-the value added tbs materials by the industrial pro
cesses carried out by-the trade in question and, after allowance for a 
sum sufficient to cover the depreciation of plant and machinery, 
constitutes the fund from which wages, salaries, rent royalties, 
rates and taxes, advertisement and selling expenses, and all other 
similar charges have to be provided, as*  well as profits.: The net 
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output- per employee' is obtained -by ’ dividing the- aggregate net 
output of an industry by the average number of persons (including 
administrative, etc..., staff) employed in that - industry. %KIt' will be 
clear that the magnitude of the net output per employee is affected 
;by. the relative importance of the various elements included in the 
-figure; for example, the net output per employee (other things being 
equal) will tend to-‘ be-lower in those, industries in which large 
numbers of females are engaged than in those staffed predominantly 

z-b.y males',, and also in those where ‘production was-affected by irregu
larities in the number bf working hours ; heavy advertising and other 
.selling expenses-will,, on the other hand, be-reflected.in a'high-net 
output per-employee.- In comparing > the results shown for -the 
various industries,-therefore, the net output pen employee-should be 
regarded w-itir<some‘ reserve as a measure of relative prosperity or 
efficiency.

In calculating the net output in the'manner described above, the 
figure arrived at-may be affected to sbme extent’by differences in 
the recorded valuation of-rgoods • as ■ sold and as purchased. Pay
ments to transport firms, railway^,companies,-? etc?., for carriage 
outwards were not included in*  the value/ of the' goods, as returned 
by the producing firm, and this value1 is-'alsO exclusive'of the 
charges of merchants-through-whose hands the goods! may have 
passed before receipt * by the .purchasing firm. The cost of. the 
goods, as.recorded in the -returns.of. the latter? -represented the-cost 
as-received-, and would thus dnly coincide with the valuation assigned 
to the goods by the producing firm in -cases where/the- sale wa's 
made direct and no-payment for transport of the goods was incurred.

Wages
By Section 3 (1) of the Census of Production Act, 1906, the 

Board of .Trade are precluded from requiring compulsory statements 
of the amount of wages paid. f ^THe» tables btf this subject in the 
general reports on groups of industries are based upon the results 
of parallel inquiries inducted'on a-voluntary basis by the Ministry 
of Labour and relate only ..to operatives, this term being defined in 
the same manner as- in the Census of Production schedule's. For 
the purpose of thesedables information was obtained as to the total 
wqge-bill of a group of firms ,in each trade that made returns-to the 
Ministry of Labour and to the Census of Production Office.

Instructions for making Returns
The following notes-explain the. meanings of the terms used in 

the reports and .outline the general instructions given to firms as to 
the manner in which their ^returns were to be completed.

1. Period covered.—Firms ’ were ^’i-ven the option of making 
returns for the calendar year 1930 or, if the calendar year was not 
their .year of account, for ,a business year ending not later than 
31st March, 1931, and not earlier, than 1st:April, 1930.'
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2. Number of establishments and number of returns.—For the 
purpose of the Census the term “ establishment ” included all 
premises at which operatives were employed and at which goods 
were subjected to some process before delivery to purchasers'. It 
therefore excluded offices and branches where the personnel 
consisted solely of directive, clerical or selling staffs. Forms were 
issued in respect of each establishment, but where a firm owning 
more than one establishment in the same trade preferred to make a 
combined return covering all establishments !in one area, this course 
was usually allowed, subject to the number of operatives employed 
at.each establishment’being shown-separately. On the other hand, 
where a firm carried on more than one1 trade- in- the same establish
ment, separate returns were obtained for each trade wherever firms 
were in a position to furnish them. . Neither the number of' estab
lishments nor the number of returns received therefore necessarily 
express for any trade the number of firms engaged in that trade. 
This circumstance should be borne in mind in considering the 
tables dealing with “ Size of firms ” -which are based on the average 
numbers of persons employed as shown in the individual returns. '

For the year 1930 a column with a heading “ Entries ” will 
be. found in each table of “ Principal products ’-’ throughout thdjfe 
reports. The figures in this column represent, for each kind of 
commodity or group of- commodities j the i> number of separate 
schedules received bearing entries against the heading or headings 
concerned. For the, reasons explained above, this "number should 
not be taken as expressing, precisely the number of firms engaged 
in making the commodity-nr-commodities in question. Correspond
ing information for 1924 is not available.

3. Exclusion of merchanting.—Where firms, in addition to their 
manufacturing business, also bought goods and re-sold them in the 
same condition as that in which >they were purchased, they .wore 
instructed to omit such goods from their statements of output and 
of :materials, and to exclude from their statements of persons 
employed those members of their staff who were wholly or mainly 
required in connection with their merchanting business.

4. Distinction between “ Goods made for sale ” and “ Total 
make.”'—In general, the output which it stated in the reports for 
any particular class of goods represents goods in the form in which 
they were sold' during the censalyear or held in-stock at the end 
of the year.. It thus falls short of the total make of such goods by 
the quantities that were used for further manufacturing purposes 
in the establishments in which they were’made. For certain classes 
of products a return of total make was required in addition to that 
of the output for sale; this additional information is, in most cases, 
summarised and dealt with separately in the reports on the trades 
concerned.

5. Valuation of output.—-The values of goods - shown in the 
returns to the" Census of Production were required to represent thef 
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net selling value of all deliveries of the goods (as packed for sale) 
within the year of return, plus the value of stocks at the end and less 
that of stocks at the beginning of the year. In determining the 
pet selling value,, firms were instructed to deduct from the amounts 
.charged to customers, such items,as discounts, payments to transport 
•firms, railway companies, etc., for carriage outwards, and allow
ances for returnable cases, etc. Where separate returns were 
made for different departments of the same firm, and goods pro
duced in one department were used in another department in the 
production of more' finished goods, such goods were required to be 
included in the output of the first (producing) department, and in 
the materials of the second (using) department, at the value at 
which they were transferred in the firm’s books.
« 6. Valuation of work done by firms working “On commission” 
etc.—Firms working “ on commission ” or “for the trade ” on 
materials given out to them by other firms were required to state, 
as the value of their output, only the amounts received by them for 
-the-work, less discounts and payments to.transport firms, railway' 
companies, etc., for carriage outwards, and to exclude: the value of 
the materials supplied to them by the firms for which the work was 
done. Where the work was done on goods supplied by manufac-' 
turing firms, its value is included in the final selling value of the 
goods, as recorded by those firms. In the case of gbods made on 
commission for. merchants or other persons who. made not returns 
to the Census, the selling value of the goods has escaped record.

7. Materials. The materials of which the cost was required- to 
be stated included all raw and other materials purchased and- used
in the production of the output recorded in the firm’s return ;all 
fuel, oil, gas and electricity purchased; packing and workshop 
materials; and materials for repairs to the firm’s own buildings or 
plant carried out by their own workpeople. The figure of cost to be 
stated under this heading was the total amount spent in the purchase 
of such materials, etc.,.in the year, plus-the value of stocks at the 
beginning and less that of'stocks at the end of the year. The figure 
was not to include wages, salaries, rent, rates, insurance, deprecia- 

and similar charges, or the cost of new machinery and plant 
Where separate returns were made for different departments of the 
same firm, goods produced in one department and used in another 
department in the production of more finished goods were required 
to be treated as purchased by the second (using) department, and 
included in that department’s total cost of materials, at'the amount 
credited to the producing department in respect of those goods.

Firms working on commission or for the trade were instructed to 
return, as materials, only goods which they themselves purchased 
and used, and not the goods given out to them by the firms for 
which they worked.

Under the proVirions of. the Census of Production Act, 1906, the 
cost of materials was required to be statedin one sum only, without 
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any details. At-the fourth Census no voluntary questions relating 
to such materials were included iri > the schedules issued to 
manufacturers•

8. Work given but.—Finds ’giving out work to other firms were 
required to state the aggregate amount paid to such firms for work 
done. The amount thus returned was not to include the cost of 
any items accounted for under the heading of “ Materials.”

9. Persons employed.—Firms were required to classify persons 
employed by them under the two headings of (1) Operatives (wage
earners), and (2)'Administrative, technical and eterical staff. The 
term ” Operatives ” was defined as including all ^wage-earners 
(including foremen,’ van and lorry drivers and Warehousemen) 
employed by the firm in or about the factory or works,  or in out
side Work of construction or repair; and the term ” Administrative, 
tecKifiCal and clerical staff ” was defined'as including the office and 
management staff -(ile.“, working proprietors, managing directors, 
managers, designers, salesmen, travellers, etc.), all cldrks, typists 
and other persons engaged primarily in office work being recorded 
under this heading and not as operatives. Where outworkers were 
employed, th’e^numbers of these were recordedf separately^and were 
riot'included in the numbers of operatives. PefsotiE required wholly 
or mainly in connection, with any mercharitirig business carried on 
were to be excluded.

*

The particulars required related to the persons Employed (i.e., on 
the pay sheets) in certain specified weeks, with the proviso that, in 
the event of a strike or . lock-out, holiday’ or ’special cessation of 
work in any of these weeks, the nearest ordinary week (of which 
the ending date, should be stated) waisto be‘taken..*  • In the case of 
the Building and Contracting Trades, on account of the day-by-day 
variations in the numbers on the pay sheets, the average -number 
employed in each of the weeks was required to .be .stated.

Firms were required to state :—
(a) The numbers employed in the week endecflSth October, 

1930 (or 19th October, 1929, if the return covered a period 
ended before 18th October, 1930), divided under the two main 
headings defined above, and also according to 'their sex and 
to their age (as over or under 18 years of age).

(b) The number bf operatives actually at work in a specified 
week (one of the middle weeks) in each month of the peribd 
covered by the return.

10. Outworkers.—In those trades employing outworkers (i.e., 
workpeople doing work off the firm’s' premises on materials supplied 
by the firm) particulars were required of the number of out
workers employed at. two dates in the year covered by the return, 
viz., at about 1st February and 1st August.

11. Engine power.—Firms were instructed t.o give particulars of 
the prime movers, electric generators,.and electric motors (exclusive 
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of motor generators, converters and transformers) in their works, 
classifying the prime movers by kinds, the electric generators 
according to the kind of prime mover by which they were driven, 
and the electric motors according as they were driven by purchased 
electricity or by electricity generated in the firm’s own works. -The 
classification may not in ah cases be absolutely precise,, since 
the organisation of some factories enables the electric motors ihT 
stalled to be driven either by purchased electricity or . by electricity 
generated in the same works. This consideration applies particularly 
to those motors which are normally held in reserve' against, a break
down or other emergency. For prime movers firms were required 
to state the total effective horse-power; for generators the total 
kilowatt capacity; and for electric motors, the total rated horse
power. Obsolete engines, engines of motor vehicles and locomotives 
were not to be included.

In recording the particulars of engines in their works, firms were 
required to, shqw.separately those ordinarily infuse in 1930 and 
those in reserve or idle. These terms were intended to cover 
respectively engines in use for the greater part of the year, even 
though not working to their full capacity, and engines notin use, 
or only in use occasionally or during periods of breakdown to 
machinery ordinarily in use during the year. J . ; j,

12. Electricity consumption.—At the 1930 Census, for the first 
time, the compulsory powers of the Act were applied tojthe state
ment of the total quantity of electricity used in the year, distinguish
ing'electricity generated in the firm’s p^n^woi;ks from Electricity 
purchased. The particulars given under this head are shown in 
the report on each trade.

13. Coal and coke consumption.—Compulsory statements of- the 
quantities of coal and coke used for power purposes, i.e., for driving 
engines, were required at the 1930 Census, and firms were also 
requested to state voluntarily the total quantities used ’for ’purptoses 
other than for driving engines, the compulsory powers of the. Act 
not being ^extended to fuel so used. The particulars furnished for 
the year 1930 are shown for each trade separately.

SCHEDULE I
List of Industries and Services Covered by the Census of Production 
Non-Metalliferous Mining Products:

Coke and By-Products and Manufactured Fuel.
Cement. 1
Building Materials.
Manufactured Abrasives.

Bricks, Pottery and Glass:
Brick and Fireclay. . }‘
China and Earthenware. ' », r ' >
Glass. ( ■"

Chemicals :
Chemicals, Dyestuffs and Drugs. J’-q .
Fertiliser, Disinfectant, Glue, etc. * .•;*
Soap, Candle and Perfumery.
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Chemicals—oont.
Paint, Colour and Varnish.
Seed Crushing.
Explosives and Fireworks.
Starch and Polishes.
Oil and Tallow.
Petroleum Refining.
Match.
Ink, Gum and Sealing Wax.

Iron and Steel:
Iron and Steel (Blast Furnaces).
Iron and Steel (Smelting and Rolling).
Wrought Iron and. Steel Tube.
Iron and Steel Foundries.
Chain, Nail, Screw and Miscellaneous Forgings.
Tinplate.
Wire.
Tool and Implement.
Cutlery.
Needle, Pin, Fish-hook and Metal Smallwares.
Hardware, Hollow-ware, Metallic Furniture and Sheet Metal. 
Small Arms.

Engineering and Shipbuilding:
Mechanical Engineering.
Electrical Engineering.
Shipbuilding.

Vehicles:
Motor and Cycle.
Aircraft. .
Railway Carriage and Wagon.
Carriage, Cart and Wagon.

Non-Ferrous Metals:
Copper and Brass (Smelting, Bolling, etc.). _ _ .
Lead, Tin, Aluminium and other Non-Ferrous Metals (Smelting, 

Rolling, etc.).
Gold and Silver Refining. - .
Finished Brass.
Plate and Jewellery.
Watch and Clock.

Textiles:
Cotton Spinning.
Cotton Weaving.
Woollen and Worsted.
Silk and Artificial Silk.
Linen and Hemp.
Jute.
Hosiery.
Textile Finishing.
Lace.
Rope, Twine and Net.
Canvas Goods and Sack.
Asbestos Goods and Engine and Boiler Packing.
Flock and Rag.
Elastic Webbing.
Coir Fibre, Horse-hair and Feather.
Roofing Felts.
Packing.
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Leather:
Fellmongery.
Leather (Tanning and Dressing).
Saddlery, Harness and Leather Goods.

Clothing:
Tailoring, Dressmaking, Millinery, etc.
Boot and Shoe.
Hat and Cap.
Glove.
Fur.
Umbrella and Walking Stick.

Food, Drink and Tobacco:
Grain Milling.
Bread and Biscuit.
Cocoa and Sugar Confectionery.
Preserved Foods.
Bacon Curing and Sausage.
Butter, Cheese, Condensed Milk and Margarine.
Sugar and Glucose.
Fish Curing.
Cattle, Dog and Poultry Foods.
Ice.
Brewing and Malting.
Spirit Distilling.
Spirit Rectifying, Compounding and Methylating.
Aerated Waters, Cider, Vinegar, British Wine, etc. 
Wholesale Bottling.
Tobacco.

Timber:
Timber (Sawmilling, etc.).
Furniture and Upholstery.
Cane and Wicker Furniture and Basketware.
Wooden Crates, Cases, Boxes and Trunks. 
Coopering.

Paper, Printing and Stationery:
Paper.
Wallpaper..
Printing, Bookbinding, Stereotyping, Engraving, etc.
Printing and Publication of Newspapers and Periodicals. 
Cardboard Box.
Manufactured Stationery.
Pens, Pencils and Artists’ Materials.

Miscellaneous:
Rubber.
Scientific Instruments, Apparatus and Appliances (including 

graph Film Printing).
Musical Instruments.
Linoleum and Oilcloth.
Ivory, Horn, Picture Frame and Fancy Articles.
Brush.
Sports Requisites.
Games and Toys.
Incandescent Mantles.

Euilding and Contracting.

xvii

Cinemato-
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Mines and Quarries:

Coal Mines.
Slate Quarries. . . .
Non-Metalliferous (other than Slate) Quarries, including Oil Shale 

Mines.
Metalliferous Mines and Quarries.
Salt Mines, Brine Pits and Salt Works.

Public Utility Services:
Railway Companies.
Gas Works Undertakings.
Electricity Undertakings.
Waterworks Undertakings.
Local Authorities (other than Gas,. Electricity and Waterworks Under

takings).
Tramway and Light Railway Companies.
Canal, Dock and Harbour Companies.

Goverrvment Departments.

SCHEDULE II
Industrial Areas

The ten industrial areas distinguished are constituted as follows:
(1) GREATER LONDON, comprising—

London Administrative County (including the City of London).
Maldon, Chelmsford, Ongar, Epping and other parts of South 

Essex.
Middlesex Administrative County.
Surrey Administrative County.
Gravesend, Sevenoaks and other parts of West Kent.
Barnet and other parts of South Hertfordshire.

(2) LANCASHIRE, with North Cheshire and the Glossop and New 
Mills District of DERBYsniRE^'comprising—

Lancashire Administrative County. '
Birkenhead; Chester,. Northwich, Macclesfield and other parts of 

North Cheshire.
Glossop, New Mills and other parts of North Derbyshire.

(3) WEST RIDING OF YORKSHIRE, with the City of York, com
prising—

The West Riding (except Goole and Saddleworth).
Whitby, Kirkby Moorside, Thirsk and other southern parts of the 

North Riding. 
(4) NORTHUMBERLAND, DURHAM, and the Cleveland Dis

trict of Yorkshire, comprising—
Northumberland Administrative County.
Durham Administrative County.
Guisborough, Stokesley, Northallerton, Richmond, Reeth and other 

northern parts of the North Riding of Yorkshire.
(5) WARWICKSHIRE, WORCESTERSHIRE and STAFFORD

SHIRE.
(6) THE. REST OF ENGLAND (except MONMOUTHSHIRE).
(7) GLAMORGANSHIRE, MONMOUTHSHIRE and CARMARTHEN

SHIRE.
(8) THE REST OF WALES.
(9) LANARKSHIRE, RENFREWSHIRE and DUMBARTONSHIRE.

(10) THE REST OF SCOTLAND.


